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Foreword
Volunteers are the life blood of the netball family. Their support, in all its forms, is invaluable at
all levels of our game. Whether you chair a region, sit on a county league committee, coach,
are a primary carer, team liaison or official, you open up the netball centre gates at 8am on
saturday making sure the courts are ready, sell programmes or meet and greet an International or
Superleague game, volunteers make our sport.
Volunteering in netball from the age of 11 has provided me with a lifetime of confidence,
opportunities and understanding as what teamwork can achieve (on and off the court) and
a sincere respect for many other volunteers that give so much of their time and expertise to
enable women and girls to reach their potential through netball.
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Whatever your contribution, great or small, on behalf of England Netball, I thank you from
the bottom of my heart. I am proud to support this new strategy centred on developing how
England Netball empowers such a special networks of volunteers.

Lindsay Sartori – England Netball President
I feel extremely privileged to be in this new role leading the launch of this exciting and ambitious
vision for Netball volunteers. I have been lucky to feed into the development of the strategy
through my volunteer role as a former Regional Chair, witnessing first-hand the effort and
appetite from England Netball staff and volunteers, across the Country, to support each other to
enrich more lives through Netball.
I truly believe this strategy provides the framework to build the movement to raise awareness
about, and provide support to, an incredible network of people who mean a lot to me and I learn
from every day.

Imogen Greatbatch, England Netball Head of Volunteering
Working alongside the netball family to research and develop a new volunteering strategy
for England Netball has been the opportunity of a lifetime that I’m extremely grateful for.
This document gives an overview of the detailed research carried out into netball volunteering
in England including the voices of thousands of talented people giving their time to develop
our game.
This comprehensive insight from a wide range of volunteers up and down the country has
been combined with new understandings of 21st century volunteering trends and techniques
to radically modernise how we attract, support and develop our volunteering movement into
the future.

Laura Elson MSc, Volunteering Consultant
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England Netball’s new volunteering strategy brings alive their values, by unashamedly placing the
thousands of volunteers who give their time and passion to the sport at its centre. They recognise
the unique power that their volunteers bring to the game, and the benefits volunteering can bring
to those who give their time. Their ambition to empower volunteers is fantastic, and I hope its
impact won’t stop there, and encourage others to follow in their footsteps.

Jenny Betteridge, Sport England Strategic Lead for Volunteering
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National Volunteering Landscape
The National Council for Voluntary Organisations almanac (NCVO 2018), the leading annual study of English

The journey is not usually a linear process and different pathways exist, therefore organisations need to build in

volunteering, reported that 1 in 5 people volunteer every month and 1 in 3 people volunteer annually in England.

flexible pathways to support people on their journey and foster volunteering for life. Previous connection with

Nationally the contribution of 20 million volunteers to the economy is estimated to be around £22.6 billion. Whilst

a cause or being asked by someone you know are the primary routes to volunteering and this is found to be

the volunteering tradition in this country remains strong changes to society and everyday life in the 21st century

particularly effective with young people. Wealthy, rural based, educated women aged 65+ are still the group who

have begun to reveal useful trends and insights about what, how and when people volunteer in 2018 and beyond as

give the most time to volunteer roles and this is true of netball. They are more likely to have the added pressure of

opposed to five, ten or twenty years ago.

caring responsibilities and less likely (than younger age groups) to feel digitally confident or knowledgeable about
certain technical or professional skills such as practising General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance

The largest group (47%) of formal volunteers in England are those supporting sports clubs and associations.

(NCVO 2018). The South West region of England is the area of the country where most people are likely to give

Roles specifically on committees, boards and in leadership featured as the fourth most common role (27%).

time as volunteers and the North East is the where people are less likely to be able to volunteer. People aged 26

Across all types of volunteer roles fundraising and running events were (in 2018) the most commonly undertaken

to 34 are the least likely to volunteer, with the main barrier this group face being a lack of time after full time work

activities by volunteers (47%). So, we know there is an appetite nationally for new volunteers to get involved in the

and family life rather than a lack of desire to volunteer. Younger age groups tend to be fiercely loyal to a cause,

range of volunteering experiences on offer through netball. Right now, the path to get involved as a volunteer in

use digital technology as part of everyday life, be time poor and prefer a mix of online and offline opportunities to

sport is not as clear as it could be.

volunteer. Whilst those in the 65+ age group volunteer the most amount of time, the youngest age group, 16 – 25
are actually the most likely to volunteer in society, and this trend is increasing. This group balance multiple small

Nationally 49% of volunteers are motivated by a desire to make improvements and create change and 48% get

volunteering commitments alongside study.

involved due to personal connection with their chosen cause. This insight is supported by England Netball’s own
research as netball volunteers told us that a sense of personal achievement is the primary (90%) motivation for

People are working longer hours with more complex commitments so it’s no surprise that volunteers need

giving substantial time to volunteer in the sport. A key focus to ensuring netball volunteers feel valued, is recognising

increased choice, flexibility, use of technology and expect faster, better responses to enquiries and support if they

that they want to strive towards personal achievement over the ‘feel good’ factor of helping out. In addition to a

get involved (IVR 2018). Men are slightly less likely than women overall to volunteer, but much more likely than

greater understanding of why people volunteer in 2018, there is a more in depth understanding of how volunteers

women to volunteer in sports clubs and associations. People who volunteer are also more likely to give money to a

engage with organisations as well as their motivations and expectations around support. Rather than brief, periodic

related cause, indicating that once a volunteer is engaged, they are likely to become a member, donor or advocate

transactions, volunteering participation is a journey across someone’s lifetime with triggers that prompt them into,

making a financial benefit to the organisation too.

and life events or barriers that force them out of, volunteering in causes they are passionate about.

Netball volunteers give on average 4.8 hours a week of their time to make
netball happen.
4

“The netball volunteering world is huge and diverse, there’s a place and
opportunity for everyone. I love netball and wanted to do more, make a
difference and be part of something really special.”
Maria Long, Netball North West Regional Chair
5

Sport Volunteering Landscape
The London 2012 Olympics represented a pivotal moment for sports volunteering, with 70 000 people volunteering
as Games Makers across every event in the competition, creating an unprecedented spotlight on the role of

England Netball Regional boundaries and counties,
with Superleague Franchise territories

volunteers in sport and in society (Jump Projects 2018). Post Olympics this attention has shone a light on the
fact that sports volunteering has not received enough support and funding in this country. National organisations
developing and leading in volunteer management and good practice such as Volunteering England, NCVO,
associating the role of supporting sports volunteers with sports bodies. National Governing Bodies and other sports

Superleague
Franchise territories

organisations over time have continued to engage vast numbers of volunteers with little investment in research

• Leeds Rhinos (from 2021)

or infrastructure building to support the armies of coaches, officials and committees running sport in the UK. The

• London Pulse

sports sector had assumed the development needed was coming from the volunteering sector. As a result, sports

• Loughborough Lightning

volunteering nationally had not been subject to the rigorous research, training, investment infrastructure and good

• Manchester Thunder

practice standards as volunteering based in charities, hospitals, the faith sector or social care.

• Saracens Mavericks

Volunteer Centres and the Association of Volunteer Managers had engaged very little in sport prior to London 2012,

• Severn Stars
• Surrey Storm

In recent years some important steps have been made on both sides to bridge the gap. Sport England has created

• Team Bath

a central Volunteering Unit, whose role is to study and promote good practice in sports volunteering. The unit is

• Wasps Netball

staffed by experts from the volunteering sector who are producing more advanced guidance and tools for sports
organisations. Many National Governing Bodies (NGBs) are starting to appoint staff with previous experience of
leading large volunteering structures within national charities. The Association of Volunteer Managers held its first
sports volunteering conference in 2017 in conjunction with Sport England and both organisations continue to support
NGB volunteering leads, ensuring good governance on the volunteer boards and committees in sport.
In November 2016 Sport England launched a new strategy for volunteering in sport and physical activity in England
with a £30 million investment which listed the following objectives:
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Regional Management
Boards, County Associations
and Superleague Franchises
all provide significant
volunteering opportunities.
From one off competitions
and events through to roles
requiring more weekly /
monthly commitments.
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England Netball in 2019
More has changed at England Netball in recent years than at any time in our history, and this time of

volunteer experiences across the volunteer’s lifetime. This needs to be supported by clearer communication about

unprecedented change creates a unique environment in which to position a new volunteering strategy. In 2017

the difference they are making and how valued their efforts are. This will help develop the volunteering infrastructure,

England Netball received a 34% funding cut, which resulted in a reduction in staff numbers, a relocation from the

making it easier for volunteers to ask and attract new volunteers themselves. Clearly delineating the difference

sports traditional home in netball’s East region to a new home at Loughborough Sport Park in the East Midlands,

between giving time as a volunteer and paid employment are key. Focusing on creating great volunteer experiences

a staffing restructure and a period of handover between many outgoing and incoming staff. For any organisation

rather than coordinating unpaid labour are key approaches that can radically modernise netball volunteering.

such a huge level of change is challenging.
By building volunteering practices around the needs of the volunteer in this way, England Netball can strengthen the
The responsibility for volunteering was initially given a higher, more strategic focus and reviewed alongside local

vast network of people working together to make a positive difference to the game they are so passionate about.

governance, creating a sharp focus on the views and needs of regional and county committee volunteers. As a
result of a 12-month governance review, much more is known about this group of lead volunteers than any other

Building a movement, empowering volunteers

volunteer audience segment. Volunteer satisfaction with the NGB is low, with only one third of netball volunteers

When we asked volunteers across netball what they get out of volunteering they told us it gives them a huge

saying they feel valued by the NGB – a figure which this new strategy hopes to address and improve dramatically.

sense of achievement when they see women and girls develop in the sport and the best thing about volunteering
in netball is that it results in lifelong friendships. We know from our research that clubs, counties and regions don’t

Despite this, the last couple of years have represented the most successful point in England Netball’s history. Our

come together to share ideas and support as much as they could. If volunteers had more opportunities to combine

organisational mission of Your Game, Your Way is enabled via four key goals, which are;

their forces and passion, the result would be an incredible movement.

• Growing participation by 10 000 per year
• Delivering a first-class member and participant experience
• Establishing England as the number 1 team in the world
• Leading an effective and progressive infrastructure

Whilst the participants we empower are predominantly female, we still need many more men to get involved as
volunteers. It takes a diverse network of people to achieve the sport’s goals as volunteers and currently less than
7% of our committee members, administrators, technical officials, umpires, eventers and club leaders are men,
even though there are millions of experienced male sports volunteers in England. Increasing the diversity of our
volunteers including gender is key to success.

These goals aim to align all involvement in the game, including volunteering as one team behind one dream.
The triumphant Roses team returned home in 2018 as Commonwealth Gold champions, triggering a participation

Defining Volunteering

increase of 100 000 in the same year, beating England Netball’s annual target tenfold in six months.

This is the crucial first step we must make as a sport. There is currently no definition of volunteering within netball
and in sports volunteering many people do not think of themselves as volunteers especially if role descriptions,

2019 represented an incredible opportunity with a home Netball World Cup in Liverpool, managed by an expert

applications, recruitment pathways and other volunteering infrastructure do not exist. In addition, the lack of

team based at and supported by England Netball. All of these factors create a new landscape to position a

a database meant that at the beginning of this research the numbers of volunteers in the game was unknown.

radically different volunteering strategy. The world’s attention is on English netball and the influx of new players

Volunteering England, part of NCVO, have a standard definition of volunteering based on the United Nations

to the game represent a vast pool of potential volunteers. However low volunteer satisfaction and barriers to

definition and adopted by Sport England to describe sports volunteering as something:

volunteering identified in the research outlined in this report represent a significant threat to the future of the sport
if we fail to balance the current volunteer needs with the new.

• Unpaid (other than reasonable expenses to cover costs incurred)
• To benefit others but not only a relative
• Done by free will

Moving into 2020, bringing all of this together creates a useful picture of the wider setting in which netball
volunteering exists and provides useful direction for this strategy. The national appetite to volunteer in the types of
roles and activities that netball offers is strong. Volunteering challenges including recruitment, retention and increased

Simply put, with no definition volunteers cannot be identified, their data captured, and we simply do not know who

professionalism, impact on sport and netball therefore needs to ensure netball volunteering is accessible to new

we need to thank. The benefits of adopting a clearer definition of netball volunteering are compelling. Volunteers

people. These challenges could begin to be addressed by reframing volunteering strategies around the needs of 21st

don’t have a legal status and so do not have rights as a group. Role clarity can help volunteers feel secure about

century volunteers within a new sports volunteering landscape. Useful tactics include building volunteering pathways

what is and isn’t their responsibility, and how to say no to tasks that are outside their remit and avoid feeling

for life for people passionate about netball by developing less time consuming, more flexible, digital, supportive

unnecessary pressure to do more.

90% of volunteers feel a sense of achievement for their
efforts and 87% feel valued by the players.
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“The best things about volunteering are the friends you make, the
experiences you gain and seeing the players and clubs achieve”
Laura Wisniewski, Tyne and Wear Competition Officer
9

Netball volunteers

Volunteering Vision

In 2014 Women in Sport produced a research project examining a range of important themes in netball

Figure 2 – England Netball Vision for Volunteering

volunteering. This included gaining an understanding of the profile, involvement, attitudes, values, needs and
wants of current and potential volunteers. This described several different typologies of volunteers and potential

Vision

volunteers which have been tested and found to be just as accurate in 2019. The typologies allow us to understand

Building a movement, empowering volunteers to enrich lives through netball

the volunteer audience through market segmentation.

How many people volunteer in netball?
Without a developed volunteering infrastructure and database, this question can only be answered by an educated
guess in 2019. We mapped and calculated current volunteer numbers across programmes and scaled against
Big Netball Conversation results. Based on these calculations we estimate that at least 26,000 dedicated netball
volunteers give the equivalent of £55 million of skilled time to netball.

Why do people volunteer in netball?
With at least 26,000 people volunteering in netball it’s crucial to understand that not every volunteer is motivated

Strategic Goal 1

Support
Develop an effective
infrastructure

Strategic Goal 2

Activate
Activate the Volunteer
Development Model

by the same factors and the reasons people give for volunteering will change over time. Traditionally it is
understood that successful volunteering programmes are built around what volunteers are motivated by rather
than what organisations need them to do. It can be hard to pinpoint exact motivations because volunteering has

Thousands of people volunteer their time in netball, currently we don’t harness the incredible skill and talent of this

a stereotype attached that can lead people to feel they should say they want to help others or give back or risk

community because it is fragmented. There is little opportunity for volunteers to come together nationally or with

seeming selfish. In reality netball volunteers see themselves as experts rather than “do gooders” and understanding

volunteers from a neighbouring county. We know that 90% of our volunteers are motivated by a desire to achieve,

this can help to create a culture of unity between staff and volunteers.

whether that’s to coach an athlete to success, umpire at the highest level or be elected to lead their club, league,
county or regional committee. If England Netball can develop a supportive and modern volunteering support

Figure 1 – Original Volunteer Segmentation (conducted by Women in Sport, 2014)

infrastructure that helps volunteers based on their needs we can build a movement of connected, achieving and
passionate volunteers, empowered and enriching lives through netball.

England Netball
definition of a Volunteer

In it for my kids

Loved it,
breathed it,
leading it

A netball volunteer is someone who gives
their time and talents freely to make netball
happen, and is not paid more than out of
pocket expenses. They could be appointed
or elected and have a clear role description
outlining their responsibilities and
support available.

Doing it for my team
Attracted by
events/one
off opps

Less committed

The new recruits
and personal
development

Highly committed

Note: The sizes of the shapes do not relate to the size of group (this would require some
quantitative research to find this out). They are different sizes and shapes for illustrative
puropses to show how many people may fall among across different segments.
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Figure 3 – New volunteer segments and descriptors

Figure 4 – Theory of Change Model
England Netball
strategic goals

Love my
Te am
Activate the
Volunteer
Development
Model

Impact

A netball
movement

Empowered
volunteers
enriching lives
through netball

Love my Kids

Love my
Kids

Love to
Learn

Outcome

Love my Team

Deliver a first
class member and
participation
experience
Love my
Day

Insight driven
activities

Love to Lead

Grow participation
by 10,000 per
annum

Love to
Lead

Love
to but

Volunteering
stategic goals

Love to Learn

Maintain England’s
place as No.1 in
the world

Love my Day
Note: The strengthening shade of colour in the bubbles, shows the increasing level of
commitment given by volunteers within their journey through netball.

Lead a progressive
and effective
infrastructure

Develop effective
volunteer
infrastructure

Love to But

Women in Sport uncovered the bubbles of volunteer communities who share a common motivation illustrated in
Figure 1. England Netball have developed these as outlined in Figure 3, supported from previous research, that one
of the most common words the netball family use to describe how they feel about netball is ‘Love’.
From potential volunteers who would love to have a go at volunteering to the committee members who love to

Bringing together the wider England Netball goals, with the research and insight outlined so far, a theory of change

lead or learn , understanding these groups more, can help England Netball offer more tailored support.

model has been created to provide a snapshot into how England Netball will deliver this vision to empower the

Identifying the predominant six categories of motivations for netball volunteers has enabled England Netball to

netball volunteer community to achieve.

work with volunteers and map the current state of play in each of these areas. This has framed the development

This model provides an action plan that England Netball will work in partnership with netball volunteer networks

plan of activities that can be delivered to address and improve the infrastructure to better support netball’s

to deliver key activities that enable both to activate the new Volunteer Development Model and create an

incredible community of volunteers.

infrastructure that empowers volunteers as a result of the movement.

The main barrier new volunteers face is that it can be really difficult to
find out how to get involved in volunteering.
12

The most common volunteer role after coaching and officiating is Team Manager

13

Netball Volunteers celebrating at
annual National Volunteer Awards:
2019 Vitality Goalden Globes Awards
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Strategic goals
Strategic Goal 1: Support

Building a movement, develop an effective infrastructure

.

Driven by the introduction of volunteering sector best practice tools, training, techniques and accountability, create
a consistent, coordinated approach to map, develop and celebrate the achievements of volunteers across netball.

Strategic Goal 1

By 2025

Key Activities

Capture, record
and use data
to inspire a
movement.

• Capture volunteer details in new Customer
Relations Management (CRM) system
• Deliver a best practice volunteering specific
survey
• Capture data on personal benefits volunteers
gain as well as wider impact

SUPPORT 2

Unite, train and
empower everyone
supporting
volunteers.

• Map everyone involved in volunteer
management
• Make volunteer managers aware of their role
and provide training and tools
• Enable network to empower volunteers
consistently through tools and support

No consistent
approach to
support.

SUPPORT 3

Use the right
language to
ensure volunteers
know their efforts
are valued.

• Adopt standard volunteering sector
language
• Provide staff training around supporting
volunteers and language
• Create role description templates

No definition for a
netball volunteer.

Map, refresh
and promote all
opportunities to
attract new talent.

• Map all current roles across netball
• Apply best practice role descriptions and
recruitment techniques
• Use national volunteering websites,
matching services and video storytelling to
inspire new volunteers

Volunteer roles
are not appealing,
accessible or well
promoted.

SUPPORT 5

Revolutionise
volunteering
roles to attract
younger volunteers
for the future.

• Create bitesize, digital, flexible, skills-based
volunteer roles
• Attract younger volunteers through schools,
clubs, parents, teachers and at events

Young people
face multiple
barriers to
volunteering
in netball.

SUPPORT6

Support volunteers
based on their
passion and
motivation
for netball.

• Record volunteers on CRM when registering
• Volunteer manager working groups around
motivation not department
• Basic volunteer management training

Volunteers
managed by task
not motivation.

SUPPORT 1

SUPPORT 4

Current state

No central database.

Strategic Goal 1

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

Build a volunteer
pathway for life.

• Create volunteer journeys over lifetime
• Support volunteers to move between roles
over time based on motivations
• Use CRM to holistically support volunteers
and avoid duplication

Roles managed
not people.

Be led by a
representative
forum of volunteers
from across netball.

• Empower Regional Chairs Forum to focus
solely on the strategic development of
regions and counties
• Create volunteer forum / council on
volunteering development
• Provide short term roles, clear terms of
reference and actively recruit a diverse range
of people and roles

Volunteer roles not
fully representative
of breadth of
experience involved
in netball.

SUPPORT 9

Have a united,
learning
community
passionate about
netball.

• Provide more conferences, events and
opportunities for volunteers to meet up,
learn from each other, network and develop
friendships
• Create digital networks using Facebook,
Slack, Yammer etc., to allow volunteers
to collaborate and share learning across
counties and regions
• Build a learning community online and offline

Limited awareness
of netball
volunteering beyond
local areas.

SUPPORT 10

High profile of
volunteering on
website with clear
and consistent
promotion of
volunteering
opportunities.

• Staff trained in volunteer management so
that every interaction leaves a volunteer
feeling valued
• Review Goalden Globes awards to ensure it
is representative of the roles across netball

Current reward
and recognition for
volunteers needs
to be reviewed and
refreshed.

SUPPORT 7

SUPPORT 8

“Volunteering helps you meet fantastic people, make lifelong friends, help improve
standards and inspire young players to develop their talents as they begin to love
the sport too” Chris Kelso, County Chair, Coach and Umpire
16
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Strategic Goal 2: Activate

Empower volunteers to enrich lives through netball

Love my Team

Activate a new approach to netball volunteering through a six segment model centred on the motivations of

Volunteer because making a local difference to their team or club, Vitality Superleague Franchise or University /

netball volunteers.

College or School team is important to them. This is where the vast majority of people (at least 16,000) give their
time. These volunteers may be involved in club committees, coaching, officiating, or events across all of England

Love to Lead

Netball’s work.

Volunteer because they want to give back to netball and support larger groups of volunteers. Highly experienced
and significant experience across numerous elements and levels of netball. Volunteers in this segment know the
netball landscape and key people within the network. Often stay in a role for a long time and are worried about

Strategic Goal 2

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

TEAM 1

EN understand
needs of volunteers
within this segment.

• Conduct consistent research into clubs,
officiating and coaching volunteers,
removing data from paid workforce to
ensure distinct understanding of volunteer
needs
• Apply volunteering definition to coaching,
officiating and teams to ensure that paid
workforce are separated from volunteer
programmes

Large group of
volunteers are
involved in many
areas of England
Netball’s work and
research is not
joined up.

TEAM 2

Club volunteers
are supported to
access all available
support e.g. CAPS,
club matters etc.

• Review Club Action Planning Scheme
(CAPS) process
• Increase support for volunteers to enable
Clubs to achieve CAPS
• Work with Sport England to support
development and promotion of new club
matters materials

Club volunteers
standard and
engagement
with England
Netball varies.

TEAM 3

Volunteer coaches
and officials able
to broaden impact
through engaging
with coaching,
officiating and
education &
training pathways.

• Use new CRM system to promote education
and training opportunities directly to
volunteers to encourage more qualified
coaches and officials and higher conversion
rates

Increased demand
on coaching and
officiating capacity.

TEAM 4

EN showcase the
achievements of
volunteers for their
team, more widely
that the Goalden
Globes and Netball
magazine.

• New CRM system used to send more
frequent, tailored communications about
volunteering and thanking them for
everything they do
• Focus messages on the impact volunteers
have on players and netball

Volunteers do not
feel recognised by
England Netball.

EN supports
volunteers to aspire
to move between
leadership roles.

• Ensure CRM system collects better data
enabling promotion of volunteering roles
available on committees directly to club,
officiating and coaching volunteers
• Ensure committees are supported to
engage in smarter, targeted recruitment of
volunteers to move into committee roles

Volunteers
motivated by their
team and not by
taking on leadership
roles in counties
and regions.

who will take over from them. Predominantly volunteering at International / National / Regional / County or League
level and can have a specialism in varying areas of England Netball’s work.

Strategic Goal 2

LEAD 1

By 2025

100% of regional
and county
committees
compliant with Tier
1 of Sport England
governance code.

9 year term limits
encouraged

LEAD 2

LEAD 3

Empowered
volunteers
engaging
in effective
succession
planning and
stepping down
with confidence.
Volunteers
empowered to say
no to taking on
more and instead
support in the
recruitment of
new people.
More diverse
committees,
welcoming groups.

LEAD 4

Larger number of
volunteers, fewer
people managing
multiple roles.
100% committees
conducting skills
audit and creating
skill development
plan.

18

Key Activities

Current state

• Launch online toolkit
• Train England Netball staff to support the
development of governance standards

Focus can be
more operational
than strategic
and support
needed to develop
understanding
of governance
requirements.

• Use improved visibility of roles, digital
volunteer matching services and new
CRM system to promote roles to the right
audiences in plenty of time prior to elections
• Launch online toolkit
• Train England Netball staff to support the
development of governance standards

Many committee
members serve
more than 9 year
in a role and
concerned who
may take over.

• Use improved visibility of roles, digital
volunteer matching services and new
CRM system to promote roles to the right
audiences in plenty of term prior to elections
• Launch online toolkit
• Train England Netball staff to support the
development of governance standards

Individuals occupy
multiple roles which
can create conflicts
of interest and make
volunteers feel over
burdened.

• Create resources for committee mentoring
programmes
• Use improved visibility of roles, digital
volunteer matching services and new
CRM system to promote roles to the right
audiences in plenty of term prior to elections
• Train England Netball staff to support the
development of governance standards

Younger, skilled or
diverse volunteers
face barriers
joining committees
as experience
in the game is
often prioritised
over new skills or
perspectives.

TEAM 5

8% of netball volunteers are involved in Regional, County, or League Committees.
Committees have told us their biggest challenge is not knowing how to recruit
new volunteers. The average age of a committee member is 65 which can make it
especially hard to recruit younger volunteers.
19

Love my Kids

Love to Learn

Volunteer because their children play and will stop when they move on. Most concerned that they lack skills.

Volunteers that are motivated about learning. These volunteers are sometimes younger but face specific barriers to

Feel supported by those immediately around them, want to gain a sense of achievement.

get involved. They may be in school or University learning, new to the sport or highly skilled and educated already
with a passion for lifelong learning and personal development. This segment includes young volunteers, some

Strategic Goal 2

By 2025
Parents supported
to stay involved as
kids leave (through
new opportunities
and training).

KIDS 1

Parents feel
supported by EN
who show what
they’ve achieved
for their kids and
themselves.

KIDS 2

Easy to find
opportunities,
flexible and low
commitment.

KIDS 3

Current volunteers
empowered to
‘make the ask’ and
encourage more
parents to get
involved and
stay volunteering
in netball.

Key Activities

• Conduct more detailed research into parent
volunteers, the triggers that get them off
the side-line and on to the court to continue
their engagement
• Raise the profile of parent volunteers and
showcase the difference they make for
players and clubs
• Learn from other sports that engage
parents well e.g. Women’s hockey video
#BehindEveryGreatPlayer

Current state

committee volunteers coaches, officials and club volunteers who are motivated to do more training, develop their
skills and give back to Netball.

Strategic Goal 2
Most do not feel
supported by
England Netball.

• Map volunteer roles and promote them via
the England Netball website and national
volunteer matching platforms
• Support staff and volunteers who create new
roles to develop more bitesize, one off and
skills specific volunteering opportunities

When children
leave the sport or
leave home, these
volunteers are at risk
of dropping out.

• Create volunteer recruitment guidance for
committees

These volunteers get
involved because
they are asked by a
current volunteer.

LEARN 1

LEARN 2

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

Young volunteers
at the heart of
designing new
programmes and
recognition for
their peers.

• Recruit and support new Youth Volunteering
Group to make up part of the new
volunteering Council / Forum
• Be youth led in revamping and relaunching
pass on your passion

Lack of investment
in programmes that
recruit, develop and
celebrate young
volunteer.

Netball committees
understand skills
they need to
attract, and
actively recruit.

• Create template mentoring programme to
be rolled out across county and regional
committees, empowering existing volunteers
to attract and mentor new young leaders
• Ensure 100% of committees have received
succession planning guidance to support
them to attract new volunteers both with
skills to share and experience to gain

Young volunteers
(U40) unaware of
opportunities

100% of regional /
county committees
have access to a
governance
expert for to
support them.
LEARN 3

Love my Kids
Parents
often start
their journey
supporting
their children

100% of
committees have
conducted a skills
and diversity audit
and planned to
recruit new talent
into their group.

Volunteer roles
are mapped and
advertised
LEARN 4
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Volunteering is
flexible and digital
enough to fit
around work and
study.

Existing,
experienced
volunteers are not
always welcoming of
new people.

• Ensure 100% of committees receive
guidance on recruiting for specific skills
into their group and actively improve the
diversity and skillset of their committee
• Ensure 100% of committees are supported
to audit and increase the diversity of their
committees including young people

Regional and county
committees have
reported a lack of
key skills in in areas
like governance,
marketing and
GDPR. They also
reported a lack
of processes and
procedure to target,
attract and train
young people.

• Map volunteer roles across netball and
ensure consistent, best practice with
editable role description templates available
for easy use by anyone recruiting and
supporting volunteers in netball
• Issue guidance on best practice volunteer
recruitment techniques and how to access
matching services such as volunteer centres,
Do-it, Join In etc
• Ensure role descriptions focus on skills
needed to be successful in a role

Hard to find out
about volunteer
roles, skills you need
to do them, and
time commitment
seems high.
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Strategic Goal 2

LEARN 5

LEARN 6

LEARN 7

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

All English
Universities have
an University
Netball Officer
(UNO) who
receives bespoke
support,
mentoring and CV
development
from EN.

• Refresh role descriptions and support
package in collaboration with volunteers
• Relaunch programme with successful case
studies from current UNOs

University Netball
Officer programme
has not been
supported. Many
Universities and
colleges do not have
a volunteer in place.

Provide
comprehensive
learning and
development offer
for volunteers
including induction.

• Introduce committee volunteer induction
checklist and new CRM system used to
signpost volunteers to relevant education
and training
• Digital netball volunteering induction
created for all volunteers covering key
netball information, safeguarding, who to
contact for support, Netball values and
behaviour expected
• Mentoring to be available for all new
volunteers to access through an experienced
volunteer in the same role from a simple
buddy system to structured offer
(dependent on the role)

Little learning
and development
available for
volunteers (doing
roles outside of
coaching and
officiating). No
whole sport
volunteering
induction or role
specific induction.

• Support volunteers to reflect on their
learning and capture their new skills for
their CV. Provide career development
opportunities

Volunteers who
love to learn can
feel their efforts
are not worthy of
recognition as they
have not served long
enough to win a
Goalden Globe and
are still gaining skills
and knowledge.

Clear information
about skills,
Knowledge
and experience
volunteers gain
as a result of
volunteer role.
Volunteer
managers /
mentors to use
a template to
provide references
for volunteers.
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The 16 – 25 age group are the most likely to volunteer in society, often supporting
several organisations alongside study. In 2017 25% of all higher education students
volunteered in sport. (Sport England Spotlight on Gender and Volunteering). In
this group just as many women volunteer in sport as men. In older groups there are
many more men volunteering than women

Love to Learn
County and Region volunteers at the
2019 Road to Liverpool Conference
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Love my Day
Volunteer because they are attracted by the excitement of the day and fact it can be a one off commitment.
Enjoy supporting local and national events. A staggering 9000 people expressed an interest to volunteer at the

Strategic Goal 2

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

DAY 6

Youth volunteering
group / council to
lead on research
and development
of programmes for
young volunteers

• Youth lead group set up, programmes
reviewed

Pass on Your Passion
and other Youth
Programmes not
well publicised.

DAY 7

CRM system
adopted and opt-in
created with preevent webinars
offered via email
and ahead of time
to help volunteers
feel prepared.

• Volunteers registered on the CRM have the
option to opt in to a volunteering bank, to be
the first port of call for any events

Not enough
volunteers available
for England Netball
Commercial
activities.

DAY 8

Volunteers receive
regular meaningful
and bespoke
recognition for
their time.

• Utilise best practice volunteering survey
gives deeper insights into how events
volunteers want to be recognised and valued
for their time and what they need next
• Ensure all events volunteers hear about the
difference they made on the day e.g. quotes
from fans, personal message of thanks from
an athlete etc

No reward or
recognition
structures other
than a thank
you email.

DAY 9

Flexible and
digitally friendly
volunteering that
can fit around
study and work.

• Map volunteer roles and promote them via
England Netball website
• Support staff and volunteers who create new
roles to develop more bitesize, one-off
volunteering roles

Volunteer roles
often appear to
demand a large time
commitment.

Netball World Cup, with 489 Pivoteers making a significant impact supporting Netball World Cup. Both present
potentially excited groups of volunteers to continue to engage with and raise profile of wider opportunities.

Strategic Goal 2

DAY 1

DAY 2

By 2025

Key Activities

Structured process
and support in
place to transition
new volunteers
from major events
(like 2019 Netball
World Cup) into
netball.

• Offer successful and non- successful
“Pivoteers” to access a wide range of live
volunteering opportunities in netball
• Support these volunteers to move on from
one off commitments to start a lifetime
volunteering habit

Same pool of around
400 volunteers
supporting events
nationally.

• Create fit for purpose role description
templates, guidance for staff and
downloadable volunteer management tools
to empower local staff to recruit and support
one off volunteers locally

Netball
Development
Officers recruit
handfuls of
volunteers locally
but need support
to manage this
more effectively.

Local event
volunteering roles
are designed,
launched and filled
easily

Current state

All netball event
volunteering
opportunities
mapped and
promoted.
DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5
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New volunteers
brought into the
sport annually
through better
promotion of
events roles
targeted at
new people

• Ensure all one-off volunteers are signposted
to other suitable roles following each event

Event volunteers are
not signposted to
more volunteering.

Love my Day
Pivoteers played a
key part of the Vitality
Netball World Cup in
Liverpool, 2019

Data captured
around
preferences, needs,
experiences and
exit opportunities.

• New, best practice sports events
volunteering survey set up based on Sport
England guidance

Event volunteers
are surveyed at the
end of the day
about their
experience only.

All event / one-off
volunteer details
GDPR compliant.

• Record the data of all new volunteers into
new CRM system including role, previous
volunteering and preferences
• Transfer data from Netball World Cup Team
who have already secured permission from
successful and unsuccessful “pivoteer”
applicants

No central data on
volunteers, just a list
of those who have
expressed interest
and given consent
to contact.
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Love to But
Various netballers who could be a social netballer or club player who would like to get involved but don’t feel
they have the time. Could be a new player or person interested in Netball, who doesn’t know what they can do to

Acknowledgements

support, how much committment is required or who to ask to know what they could get involved with..
Much of the research drawn upon and included in this strategy was historic and the result of many hours of
rigorous work by our partners Women in Sport, previous successive volunteering managers at England Netball
Strategic Goal 2

By 2025

Key Activities

Current state

and the talented inhouse Insight team. Huge thanks go to Sport England Jenny Betteridge and her team for their
incredibly generous sharing of time, insights and opportunities to meet and share our findings and thinking with

BUT 1

BUT 2

Ensure new to
netball volunteers
feel welcomed,
supported and
have access
to relevant
information.

Empowered
volunteers and
clear information
enabling people to
‘make the ask’ and
encourage more
parents / people
to get involved and
stay volunteering in
sport.

• Showcase a diverse range of volunteers
sharing their experiences and ensure netball
through our promotion
• Offer supportive inductions and mentoring

People who have
tried volunteering
in the sport had
a bad experience
felt unprepared or
unsupported.

• Create volunteer recruitment guidance for
committees that appeals to parents

Parents who drop
their kids off don’t
know how they can
get involved or are
unsure of what they
can offer.

other sports every step of the way. Thanks also go to British Gymnastics, ECB and LTA for their insights, challenge
and feedback. A special thank you to Laura Elson who lead the production of this strategy and consultation
with all the above named partners and volunteers. Finally, a huge thank you to all the volunteers who took time
to contribute to the research either through surveys, interviews, focus groups and scrutiny panels including the
Regional Chairs’ Forum for approving a new direction.

Love playing, but
Life Comes First –
Social netballer, club
player. Would like
to get involved but
don’t have the time.

BUT 3

Ensure
volunteering is
flexible, bitesize
and promote event
volunteering as
stepping stone
into a lifelong
volunteering habit.

• Review all roles on offer and develop more
bitesize and short-term roles
• Empower current volunteers to use word
of mouth to bring more volunteers into the
sport
• Use the CRM system to actively target nonvolunteers with a passion for netball into
events and offer of roles

Playing Hard,
Growing Up – Young,
regular players.
Inexperienced
lacking in
confidence and keen
to play.
May be a new player,
who doesn’t know
what they can do
to support. Do not
know how to go
about volunteering
or who to ask.

To all netball volunteers … thank you, you’re amazing

To keep up with all things Volunteering…
@EnglandNetball
volunteering@englandnetball.co.uk
www.englandnetball.co.uk/volunteer
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SportPark
3 Oakwood Drive
Loughborough
Leicestershire, LE11 3QF

01509 277850
www.englandnetball.co.uk
@englandnetball

